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Online orders and delivery increased as companies rolled
out technologies to provide all operations via the
internet. For the first week of hearing the news, my
family dinners consisted of everyone trying to
comprehend the meaning of these new words we had to
abide by and what is this infectious disease. The disease
was so recent it was yet to be given a name. We were
living in unprecedented times and only hoped the disease
would rapidly be in control. This quarantine meant a ban
on social meet ups, sporting clubs, live sports, cinemas,
concerts, large celebrations, church, travelling the
distance, on campus University, volunteering and a
decreased the opportunity for me to get a job. So, what
can I do in these days or weeks, which could turn into
months or an entire year or beyond?  

I calculated all the things I could do now that I was not
too busy. Here goes soaking up the sun while walking
around the neighbourhood. Gathering the prettiest
flowers to make alterations around the house. Cleaning
the house, making new dances, cooking more, giving Dad
a trendy haircut and finishing reading books. Night-times
consisted of a great deal of time spent on TikTok app,
practicing yoga and praying for restored faith and hope. I
also formed a creative office space where I would spend
most of my days studying and learning from home. And
let us not forget the search to find new celebratory ideas
for my best friends birthdays that simultaneously fell in
the early months of the outbreak. All of which will be
known as phase one of my life in lockdown.

The Victorian Government requested everyone to work
and study from home. Victorians could only leave their
house for essential needs such as, physical activity,
shopping or medical visits. The news of International
Coronavirus cases filled social media and television
screens. It was difficult to comprehend the magnitude of
this virus. We had no factual information on the cause,
the way it spreads and severity of it. Overseas travellers
were called to arrive back in Australia and enter upon a
fourteen day self-isolation period. 

The rest of Australia were to be in a quarantine for an
undetermined time. We were on lockdown in our own
houses while frontline workers and the Government
works to control the outbreak. Australians frenzied in
supermarkets to purchase goods before they
theoretically sold out. This commotion was dubbed as
'Panic buying' in a time where nothing was for certain. 

MY LIFE IN
LOCKDOWN
AS  TOLD  BY  JUL IETTE  P IERRE

oors closed to businesses and people
were encouraged to stand with a
clear distinguished distance between
them. Everyday led to several
question
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questions arising while we navigated the uncertain
chaos of this new disease. Within a few days public
social interactions were banned and it settled upon us
the World was changing. Coronavirus pandemic came
with new challenges for us to trust and lean on
others’ understandings. 



unforseeable. Throughout the months

prior to June I readily plugged in to the

everchanging news reports and read into

the Covid-19 impacts and  statistics for

Australia and across the Globe.  My days

for the most part spent independently

studying for University by persisting

through online learning. 

This was not the year I had anticipated.

School was gradually re-opened whilst

frontline workers worked diligently to

prevent the virus.  I video called my

friends, watched The Office to bring

some laughter into the day, started

frequent daytime runs, big sleep ins and

random shopping trips to buy a craving

or the latest magazine edition.  In this

time, Black Lives Matter movement

continually spread awareness for justice,

rights and racial equality. 

    

of their land. This movement led business to

re-evaluate the operations of their business

ensuring their practices are both

environmentally conscious and racially

inclusive. Companies were encouraged to

issue a stance on these issues and an

opportunity to willingly learn from past

mistakes. 

Loss and loneliness marked a familiar

territory as Coronavirus disturbed physical

connections between people. For various

reasons, no family could travel overseas to

be with their loved ones in their last days

and physically attend funerals causing a

profound and incomprehensible separation.

Weddings and Funerals were limited to a

smaller and intimate capacity. Reaching

July, students across Australia looked

forward to a holiday for the most part, out

of lockdown. 

"Slowly we

began meeting

with others,

giving slight

physical touches

and the

considerably

missed brunches

or night out!"

The calendar changes from March to April and settles on

June as I enter into phase two. This phase was a rather

tedious one, as the end of Coronavirus became further

These protests and reports were broadcasted on the news

and innovative users of social media raised awareness for

justice, shared petitions and knowledge o Indigenous people 
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University exams and final assessments were completed at
home. Here it was, finally, freedom was rising in the air.
Australian lockdowns and the rules surrounding it was to
be lifted. Slowly we began meeting with others, giving
slight physical touches and the considerably missed
brunches or night on the town. Surely in no time we would
be able to travel overseas and the end of the year would
be saved!

The playgrounds were re-opened for youth to enjoy.
Arriving home from a walk locally, I turned on the
afternoon news to be greeted with an alert of an increase
of Covid-19 cases in Victoria. Each day came with a
disappointing high figure of Coronavirus cases. The
dreaded news of another lockdown was announced. Here
we go again with 'Lockdown 2.0' in Melbourne. Phase
three of lockdown life proceeded with persistent attempts
of dying my hair at home, mastering the casual work-at-
home clothing style, watching the movies I had yet to get
around to. Along with the uncertainties of Covid-19,
Victoria is encountering a 'second wave.' 

2020 teaches us some hard lessons in an effort to change
the World we live in and our perception of life. People
around the globe collectively reduced carbon footprint by
not flying, using less public transport, driving less and
generating less electricity for entertainment purposes. The
World's natural features were preserved by the reduced
disturbance to the original habitats these include, beaches
and rainforests. We have become more aware of what we
can control and the significant impact of our actions. 

We have been provided with the time to reflect upon our
priorities in life and how each one of these give us a sense of
familiarity and fulfillment in our day. We have been able to take
a moment to breathe and be grateful for where we are and who
we have become. This was a must needed break for many of us
as our wellbeing and spiritual awareness enables us to thrive.
While we prepare for the future ahead, we continue to work,
study, look after ourselves and one another. Families, friends,
work colleagues and travellers will be reunited again.

There is an importance in faith, hope, love and
happiness that we can consciously choose to

channel through this unprecedented time.
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